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         The Trials that followed the 1993 bombing of the WTC stablished ldentity

of those directly involved beyond any doubt. They were all close to Sheikh

Abdur Rahman and all had been swayed by his fiery sermons agaist America

in particular and the West in general. On the Other hand, the contention made

by the American Justice Department that a wide ''conspiracy'' had been

masterminded by the shaikh himself was still to doubt several yerars after the

fact. Qulte apart from the practical impossibilly of a blind man picking out

targets he had never seen and could imagine only with great difficulty, it is

hard to bieive that his accomplices who were any thing but bright and had only
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the haziest idea of the nature of Amdrican society,could have imagine of an

attack of such spectaculer proportions without help. At the trial the defence

stressed the role of an Egeptian informer infiltrated into the groupe by the

FBI,whose recorded conversation with the accused showed that he openly

 incited them to carry out the attack....''(Jihad page302).
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